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Abstract
‘Multiculturalists’ often advocate national identities. Yet few study the ways in which
‘multiculturalists’ do so and in this article I will help to fill this gap. I will show that the
Commission for Multi-Ethnic Britain’s report reflects a previously unnoticed way of
thinking about the nature and worth of national identities that the Commission’s
chair, and prominent political theorist, Bhikhu Parekh, had been developing since the
1970s. This way of thinking will be shown to avoid the questionable ways in which
conservative and liberal nationalists discuss the nature and worth of national identities
while offering an alternative way to do so. I will thus show that a report that was once
criticised for the way it discussed national identities reflects how ‘multiculturalists’ think
about national identities in a distinct and valuable way that has gone unrecognised.
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Introduction
Those who show why cultural diversity and intercultural dialogue are valuable, and
who advocate policies of multiculturalism like declaring a political community to
be multicultural, or teaching children about its multicultural nature, are often
referred to as ‘multiculturalists’ (Modood, 2014: 31; Parekh, 2000a: 6). Such ‘multi-
culturalists’ also advocate the importance of national identities (Modood, 2013:
135; Parekh, 2000a: 230), yet many claim that ‘multiculturalists’ do not do so or
that they have an ‘anti-national bias’ (Barry, 2001: 77; Goodhart, 2013: 201).
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Likewise, scholars frequently examine why and how ‘multiculturalists’ advocate
different policies of multiculturalism (Barry, 2001: 315; Crowder, 2013: 50; Jones,
2015: 128). But scholars seldom examine why and how ‘multiculturalists’ advocate
national identities and this article helps to fill this gap by examining how the
Commission for Multi-Ethnic Britain (CMEB) did so. I will show that the
CMEB’s report reflects a previously unnoticed way of thinking about the nature
and worth of national identities that its chairman, and prominent political theorist,
Bhikhu Parekh, had been devising since the 1970s. This way of thinking is shown to
be distinct as it differs to how other prominent thinkers discuss national identities,
and valuable as it avoids the questionable ways in which these thinkers discuss the
nature and worth of national identities.
Those familiar with the CMEB’s Report may think it strange to claim that this
report reflects a valuable way to think about national identities because of the way
that the media depicted the report. For ‘several days’ after the report was published,
its claims about why cultural minorities should also be seen as ‘British’ were distorted
by journalists who claimed, for example, that the report said ‘being British’ is racist
(Mclaughlin and Neal, 2004; Modood, 2014: 24). Such ‘damning headlines’ did not
prevent some of the report’s ideas being used by various politicians (Modood, 2014:
25, 32; Uberoi and Modood, 2013a: 135–36). But scholars who remember these
headlines may think that the report is unlikely to reflect a valuable way to think
about national identities, yet I will show that it does, as it reflects Parekh’s.
Parekh’s (1974a, 1978) texts relating to national identities began to appear in the
1970s when membership of the European Economic Community, mass immigra-
tion and Scottish and Welsh nationalism led him to ask who ‘the British’ were
any longer. Parekh’s texts relating to national identities continued (Parekh, 1986,
1994, 1995a, 2000a, 2009). But his work is not discussed by prominent scholars
who debate the value of national identities (Abizadeh, 2002; Mason, 2000,
2012; Miller, 1995, 2000). These scholars may assume that as Parekh devotes
limited attention to national identities in well-known books like Rethinking
Multiculturalism and A New Politics of Identity, he also devotes limited attention
to national identities in general. This assumption is understandable, but it is also
mistaken.
This is because Parekh’s work on the nature and worth of national
identities since the 1970s can be found in his less well-known book chapters,
review articles, and published lectures. These pieces are not like peer reviewed
journal articles as they contain ideas and arguments that Parekh was ‘trying out’
and that provoke thought but are, at times, unclear. The relevant texts by Parekh
thus require some interpretation to clarify the nature and significance of the ideas
and arguments in them or there is a danger that these ideas and arguments will just
be ignored or deemed implausible. I will clarify some of Parekh’s ideas and argu-
ments using my own terms, examples and ideas just as Parekh (1982: ii) explicitly
does with other thinkers and others scholars (Cohen, 1978) do too. I will focus
primarily on texts that Parekh wrote prior to the CMEB’s report to show that the
report reflects how Parekh had long discussed the nature and worth of national
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identities while avoiding the difficulties that other prominent thinkers encounter
when they discuss the nature and worth of national identities.
These other prominent thinkers are not Isaiah Berlin (2003), Elie Kedourie
(1998) or Ernest Gellner (1983) who all focus on the intellectual, political and
functional sources of nationalism and barely mention national identities. Nor are
the thinkers I am referring to ones who want to substitute ideas of nations and
nationalism with ideas of the ‘post-national’ or ones who want to explain when,
why and how nations and nationalism emerged as such thinkers do not argue
specifically for the worth of national identities (Habermas, 1998: 119; Smith,
2001: 43–61).1 Instead, the prominent thinkers I am referring to are similar to
Parekh as they too discuss at length both what national identities are and why
we should value them. These prominent thinkers are those political theorists
such as David Miller (1995, 2000) and Yael Tamir (1993) who are often known
as ‘liberal nationalists’ and those such as Roger Scruton (1990, 2006) who are often
known as ‘conservative nationalists’ (Crowder, 2013: 83–91).
Each of these nationalist thinkers has different presuppositions, philosophical
approaches, arguments and, thus, political positions. But each of them refers to
themselves as a conservative or a liberal and these traditions of thought shape how
they think about ideas of nationhood like nations and nationalism. For example,
the Burkean idea of polities being a ‘partnership’ (Burke, 1996: 572) between the
living, the dead and the unborn, shapes how a conservative such as Scruton (1990:
305; 2014: 82) understands what nations are as he depicts them as those sharing not
only descent but a culture bequeathed from one generation to the next. Likewise,
the liberal ideal that comes from Immanuel Kant (1929: 335), J. S. Mill (1991: 65)
and others of an individual choosing his life ‘plan for himself’ makes Ernest
Renan’s (2001: 175, emphasis added) idea of nations constituted by ‘consent’ and
a ‘desire to live a common life’ attractive to liberals such as Miller (1995: 22–5) and
Tamir (1993: 33) who use Renan’s ideas. After these thinkers use conservative
and liberal traditions of thought to shape their ideas of nationhood they endorse
such ideas so much so that Miller (1995: 81), Tamir (1993: 75) and Scruton (2006:
25) argue that nations should be preserved through forms of ‘self-rule’ or by
constituting states.2 In doing so, these conservative and liberal thinkers advocate
different forms of ‘nationalism’ (Gellner, 1983:1; Kedourie, 1998: 67; Smith, 2001:
22) and thus unsurprisingly, they are often classified as conservative or liberal
nationalists.
As conservative nationalists think nations share descent and a single common
culture they unsurprisingly do not claim cultural diversity, intercultural dialogue or
policies of multiculturalism are valuable (Scruton, 1990: 305; 2014: 83). But somewell-
known liberal nationalists note the value of cultural diversity, elegantly advocate
policies of multiculturalism and are seen as ‘multiculturalists’ too (Kymlicka, 1995:
113; 2001a: 54–58) while other liberal nationalists are not (Miller, 1995: 149, 154). Yet
I will show that the CMEB’ report avoided the questionable ways in which all such
conservative and liberal nationalists discuss national identities yet it reflected Parekh’s
distinct and valuable way of doing so. And I take two steps to achieve this.
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First, I will show that the way in which the CMEB’s report discusses the nature
and worth of national identities differs to how conservative and liberal nationalists
do. Second, I show how the report’s discussion of national identities reflects
Parekh’s work which also helps to illuminate why these nationalist thinkers discuss
the nature and worth of national identities in questionable ways. I conclude by
discussing why scholars and British politicians can use the ways in which Parekh
and the CMEB advocate national identities.
The CMEB’s report
In the report, people’s ‘sense of national identity’ was said to entail mental
images or understandings of what Britain is (CMEB, 2000: 15–16). Such under-
standings of Britain were disturbed after the second world-war as Britain’s imper-
ial, military and economic might disappeared and membership of the European
Economic Community, mass immigration and devolution appeared (CMEB,
2000: 22–26). The CMEB said that Britain can respond by trying ‘to turn the
clock back . . .digging in, defending . . . old values . . . or. . .it’ can try to ‘create
more . . . inclusive’ and ‘cosmopolitan’ images of itself. The report endorses creat-
ing such inclusive and cosmopolitan images of Britain as ‘one nation’. But this
‘nation’ is not described as conservative and liberal nationalists might describe a
‘nation’ (CMEB, 2000: 15, 22, 103).
This more inclusive and cosmopolitan nation is thus not, as conservative nation-
alists claim, a ‘natural’ ‘organism’ whose members share descent and fate and are
of the same ‘kind’ (Scruton, 1990: 314, 317; 2001: 11; 2006: 27). This is neither
inclusive nor cosmopolitan and the CMEB were also not discussing a nation as a
liberal nationalist might. Liberal nationalists, we saw, follow Renan (2001: 166)
and claim members of a nation share a belief that they want to live a ‘collective life’
and they suggest that ‘forgetting’ divisive episodes in their history can aid this
(Kymlicka, 1995: 189; Miller, 1995: 22–25; Tamir, 1993: 67). Yet for the CMEB,
divisive historical episodes about, for example, discrimination or Empire often
cannot just be forgotten by minorities and British people must tell ‘truths’ about
these episodes (CMEB, 2000: 103). Likewise, unlike conservative and liberal
nationalists, the report, at times, also referred to Britain as a ‘state’ and a ‘post
nation’ and thus the CMEB seemed, at times, ambiguous and sceptical about
Britain being a nation (CMEB, 2000: 15, 36–39; Miller, 1995: 173–174; Scruton,
2006: 16).3 And when ‘one nation’ was defined, the report said it must be ‘under-
stood as a community of communities and . . .of citizens’ (CMEB, 2000: 56). This
would ensure British people included in their understandings of Britain not just
‘individual’ citizens but those who see themselves as part of racial, religious, cul-
tural, regional and other groups (CMEB, 2000: ix). And it is difficult to find con-
servative and liberal nationalists who make similar claims about what nations are.
The CMEB also claimed that people’s national identities had value for two
reasons. First, when British people have such understandings of Britain, they
have understandings of ‘a social unity’ or a collective they are part of and this
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helps them to conceive collective challenges, goals and interests with others in this
collective called Britain (CMEB, 2000: ix, 16). But such understandings of Britain
often exclude racial, cultural and religious minorities and can help to cultivate fear
of minorities and discrimination against them too (CMEB, 2000: 16). Yet, if British
people had ‘mental images’ of Britain that include minorities, this would help to
normalise minorities in Britain and reduce fear of them and discrimination against
them which is then a second reason to value national identities.
Such mental images of Britain are thus not said to be valuable because they are
what conservative nationalists call an ‘eternal’ understanding of the nation – one
that is the same for current members as it was for their ancestors and will be for
their children (Scruton, 1990: 306). Indeed, the report suggests, as we saw, how
such understandings should change. Likewise, the CMEB do not suggest that
national identities are valuable because they convey ‘life’s meaning’ (Scruton,
1990: 310). National identities are not said to make sense of life, or reconcile a
person to the world in Hegel’s famous sense. Likewise, the report does not suggest,
as liberal nationalists can, that our national identities aid our ability to make
choices (Miller, 2009: 535). But like liberal nationalists, national identities are
said in the report to help people to see themselves as a ‘community’. Yet this
community is not necessarily one of ‘solidarity’, ‘obligation’ and ‘trust’ that
people willingly redistribute their income in perhaps because not all communities
are like this (Miller, 1995: 83, 91; 2013: 158; Tamir, 1993: 110).
Yet, not all understandings of Britain necessarily include minorities either and
the CMEB wanted this to occur, thus the CMEB also discussed ‘re-imagining’
understandings of Britain so that these understandings come, over time, to include
minorities. This might occur through at least four means. First, public disputes and
controversies such as the ‘Rushdie Affair’ force people to think about Britain’s
multicultural nature which is a necessary step if their views of it are to include
different cultural minorities (CMEB, 2000: 52). Second, policies of multiculturalism
like Britain declaring itself multicultural, as Canada did, or teaching children about
Britain’s multicultural nature can be used to legitimise and promote understand-
ings of Britain that include different cultural minorities (CMEB, 2000: xviii, 276).
Third, perhaps through publicly funded education and the arts, British people must
tell ‘the truth’ about episodes of discrimination and Empire as doing so reveals the
implications of seeing British people as solely white and superior to others. Fourth,
again using perhaps publicly funded education and the arts, British people must
portray how different regional, religious, cultural and other communities exist
and often understand Britain differently. Thus, we might say there are ‘several’
understandings of Britain all of which must come to include minorities (CMEB,
2000: 103).
Where conservative nationalists think national identities cannot be remade as
they are natural and can be conserved or can die (Scruton, 1990: 305–306; 2001:
244), clearly the CMEB disagreed as it discussed national identities becoming more
inclusive. The latter is something that liberal nationalists discuss too yet only some
of them might agree with the CMEB that policies of multiculturalism can aid this
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process (Kymlicka, 2010: 39) while other liberal nationalists who are more sceptical
about these policies might disagree (Miller, 1995: 149, 154; 2008: 380). Indeed,
where both types of liberal nationalists distinguish between policies of multicultur-
alism and ‘nation-building’ policies that promote understandings of a political
community through, for example, history classes in schools, the CMEB did not
make this distinction (Kymlicka, 2001a: 19, 49; Kymlicka and Banting, 2006: 300;
Miller, 2008: 380).4 Declaring a political community to be multicultural and teach-
ing children about its multicultural nature promote understandings of a political
community too and thus these sorts of policies of multiculturalism may be seen as
nation-building policies too.5 Likewise, where liberal nationalists follow Renan and
advocate ‘forgetting’ divisive episodes the CMEB advocated ‘truth telling’. The
report thus exhibits a way of thinking about national identities that differs to
how conservative and liberal nationalists think about the same subject, but I will
now show that the report reflects Parekh’s distinct and valuable way of thinking
about national identities.
The report’s Parekhian approach to national identities
Parekh (1974b: 230; 1989: 74–75; 2008: 56) often discusses national identities in two
ways. First, he discusses them as the identity of a political community and thus for
example, Britain, France, Canada or America’s identity and second as an identity
that a person might exhibit when they say they feel ‘British’, ‘French’, ‘Canadian’
or ‘American’. We often think and talk about national identities in both ways yet
conservative and liberal nationalists do not distinguish between them. Nor did the
report, but it discussed national identities in both ways.
The report thus discussed understandings of what Britain is and in doing so was
referring to a political community’s identity. A political community is seen by
Parekh as ‘a territorially concentrated group of people’ who accept ‘a common
mode of conducting their collective affairs’ which often includes a common
language, institutions, values, norms, procedures and so on (Parekh, 1994: 501;
1996: 263; 2000a: 181–184). Understandings of what a political community is thus
often focus on a territorially concentrated group of people and refer to their
history, race, language, their political ideals, values, norms, institutions, the tradi-
tions of thought and behaviour that they use to conduct their collective affairs and
so on. But understandings of what a political community is can be held by non-
members, thus De-Tocqueville offered an understanding of America and Rousseau
had one when writing about Poland.
Yet, the report said members of a political community have such understandings
themselves and publicly funded education can help to provide these understand-
ings. Thus children can be taught in schools about the language, norms, values,
ideals, traditions of behaviour, history and so on of their political community. But
such understandings of a political community often remain vague and thus polit-
icians, historians, philosophers and other intellectuals often try to clarify them.
Such people interpret and relate their political community’s ideals, procedures,
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history and so on in different ways according to their own experiences, religious,
political and other views. Other members of a political community repeat the
different understandings of their political community offered in schools or by pol-
iticians or by intellectuals while also interpreting and relating its features in their
own different ways too. Thus a political community comes to be understood by its
members in a range of different ways hence some in Britain understand it as
England, some in Canada think it is multicultural and some in America think it
has a ‘civil religion’.
However, the report, we saw, also referred to people’s senses of national identity
and thus them feeling, for example, British, French, American and Canadian and
so on. When a person feels this way, they feel their political community shapes
what they are and thus they may also say that they are British, French, American
and Canadian and so on. And they might feel shaped by their political community
because its legal, political and educational institutions regulate their behaviour and
condition their notions of what is acceptable and normal. They are partly, yet
unavoidably, shaped by their political community. Thus we might say that while
political communities are shaped by their members, their members are also shaped
by it. Indeed, when someone says they feel British they are not just saying they feel
part of Britain as they are also saying that they sense how it shapes them thus they
may discuss ‘their Britishness’ too. Yet such a person is now exhibiting the other
way of discussing a national identity that I referred to above where it is not the
identity of a political community, but an identity that a person has.
Such an identity does not depict what a person is as a whole, but part of what
they are, just as their sexual or religious identities might. Such identities usually
only refer to parts of us that help to make us the person we are, like being ‘a man’,
‘a Muslim’ or ‘an artist’. Thus, it is strange for a person to say they have an identity
as a ‘reading group member’ or a ‘commuter’ as it is unlikely that these aspects of
them make them who they are. But it is not strange for an immigrant to say they
have become more British, French, Canadian and American and so on when they
sense how their new political community has come to shape them. But such a
person must have some, albeit usually vague, understanding of their political com-
munity, or they cannot identify it as being something that shapes them. Thus those
who say that they feel British, French, Canadian, American and so on must have
some, albeit usually vague, understanding of Britain, France, Canada or America
and the two ways in which we usually think and talk about national identities are
not unrelated. Unsurprisingly, therefore, the CMEB’s report said, as we saw, that a
person’s sense of national identity entails an understanding of what their political
community is.
The report also reflected Parekh’s scepticism about whether political commu-
nities need to be understood as being relatively culturally uniform and thus being
what we often call ‘nations’.6 Few political communities are that culturally uniform
and those that were have altered and thus become what Habermas (1998: 119) calls
‘post-national’. We saw how the report described Britain as a ‘post-nation’, but so
did Parekh (2001b: 695) who refers to Habermas when saying this. Indeed, the
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report’s hesitancy to describe Britain as a nation reflects Parekh’s (1995a: 38;
2001b: 695; 2005: 76). He suggested that Britain is a political community that is
too culturally diverse to be a nation. But as many in Britain have long been shaped
by its legal and political institutions, it is unsurprising that so many also see them-
selves, in part, as British. This suggests how people in a political community like
Britain can have national identities and see themselves ‘British’, but without being
part of a nation called Britain (Parekh, 1995b: 255–256).
Parekh said little about what this means for how we conceive of England,
Scotland and Wales, but they might approximate more closely than Britain to
how Parekh conceives of nations. A history of separate educational institutions
in Scotland, England and Wales, separate legal institutions in Scotland and devo-
lution in Scotland and Wales means that many also see themselves as English,
Scottish and Welsh. These are national identities too, thus a person can have
more than one national identity and be, for example, British and English.
However, those who see themselves as Scottish or Welsh but not British increased
just after devolution and since (Ali and Heath, 2013: 6–8; McLean and McMillan,
2005: 4), and this is unsurprising. As legal and political institutions across Britain
reduce, so does the extent to which people feel shaped by Britain and so does the
extent to which they see themselves as British.
Conservative nationalists are unlikely to challenge Parekh’s claim that nations are
relatively culturally uniform as they say the same (Scruton, 1990: 315; 2014: 82). But
the claims of liberal nationalists suggest that they might think about nations differ-
ently. Liberal nationalists might thus question the idea that what we often call
nations are relatively culturally uniform by saying instead that nations are people
who merely share a territory, history, a willingness to live a collective life and lan-
guage, norms, beliefs and institutions that are used to govern it (Kymlicka, 2002:
265; Miller, 1995: 22–27; 2000: 27–31). But this seems like a description of a political
community in general that could easily refer to the Athenian polis and the Roman
civitas (Parekh, 1996: 263),7 neither of which are usually thought of as nations. It is
unclear why we should refer to the more general category of a political community as
a ‘nation’ if we do not have something more specific in mind. But liberal nationalists
might question whether what we call nations are typically culturally uniform in
another way.8
They might claim that nations need only be culturally uniform at the ‘public’ level
in the sense of a language, norms, values, beliefs and institutions regulating the
collective affairs of a citizenry (Kymlicka, 2001a: 55–56; Miller, 1995: 26). Such a
‘public culture’ originates from a cultural group but leaves space for norms, beliefs,
traditions of other cultural groups including minority ones who over time can shape
a ‘public culture’ too (Kymlicka, 1995: 88–89; 2001b: 56–57; Miller, 1995: 25–26;
2008: 388). And describing a nation as relatively culturally uniform hides how ‘thin’
and thus accommodating a nation’s culture can and should be. But while it is difficult
to deny that some political communities, like America and Canada, have ‘thin’ and
accommodating public cultures, it remains unclear whether we do, and should, think
of these political communities as ‘nations’, and there is also another problem.
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It is unclear how the cultures that liberal nationalists discuss can be both ‘thin’
and offer what they call ‘meaningful ways of life across the full range of human
activities . . . . encompassing both public and private spheres’ (Kymlicka, 1995: 76).
For some liberal nationalists, such cultures are ‘the defining feature of nations’ and
as they refer to them as ‘pervasive cultures’ and ‘encompassing cultures’ it is
unclear why they are also ‘thin’ (Kymlicka, 1995: 80). It is also unclear why the
beliefs, norms and so on of such a ‘thin’ culture are sufficient to make what liberal
nationalists call ‘meaningful individual choice(s)’ (Kymlicka, 1995: 84). Some
choices may be deeply personal and cultures must be ‘comprehensive enough to
provide the full range of choice’ (Miller, 2009: 535; 1995: 26, 42). Likewise, if the
cultures that nations do or should have are so accommodating, it is unclear why all
prominent liberal nationalists claim that immigration, in large numbers, threatens
such cultures (Kymlicka, 2001b: 219; Miller, 2005: 199; Tamir, 1993: 127). Such
cultures change anyway, but liberal nationalists claim a nation should be able to
‘control’ how its culture changes and preference should be given to potential immi-
grants ‘whose cultural values are closer to those of the existing population’ (Miller,
2005: 200, 204; 2015: 10; Tamir, 1993: 127). These claims suggest that liberal
nationalists are not always thinking about ‘thin’ and accommodating cultures
and often have ‘thick’ and somewhat unaccommodating cultures in mind.
Despite their claims then, liberal nationalists do not always themselves think that
a nation’s culture can and should be ‘thin’ and accommodating thus it is unclear
why we should think this either.
But liberal nationalists might instead query how Parekh (1995: 255–56) can
conceive of national identities without nations. Liberal nationalists may note
that something must make an identity ‘national’ and this is surely a nation
which is seemingly why liberal nationalists also often clarify what national iden-
tities are by first defining and defending what nations are (Kymlicka, 2002: 265;
Miller, 1995: 18; Soutphommasane, 2012: 71). But ‘national’ need not imply a
nation when we refer to ‘national negotiations’ over a trade treaty or a ‘national
representative’ like a Prime Minister. In such examples, ‘national’ can merely imply
a political community and the same is true with what we usually call ‘national
identities’. This is why we can disagree about whether America, Canada and
Britain are nations,9 but this does not deter discussions about America, Canada
and Britain’s identity or people’s American, Canadian and British identities. When
referring to national identities, we do not necessarily have nations in mind, but we
are often thinking of either the identity of a political community and, for example,
America’s identity, or the identity of a person when they claim, for example, they
are American. Parekh’s work illuminates both ways of discussing national identi-
ties and shows why specifying the natures of both need not require us to define and
defend what nations are.
Yet, Parekh (1974b: 230) also saw how understandings of a political community
often focus on the ethnic and cultural characteristics of an ethnic and cultural
majority. Ethnic or cultural minorities are thus seen as outsiders even though
they are often citizens. This exacerbates the exclusion and discrimination of
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minorities who can also come to feel that they could never be seen as part of such a
political community. Thus, at the time of the report’s publication, Parekh (2000a:
231) argued that understandings of a political community should not be ‘ethno-
cultural’ as the political community easily becomes understood as ethno-culturally
uniform, and ethno-cultural minorities are thus excluded from such understand-
ings. But opposing an ethno-culturally uniform understanding of a political com-
munity entails opposing a culturally uniform understanding of it as what Parekh
calls a nation. Parekh thus seemingly thought such understandings not only need
not depict a nation, but also should not do so.10
Hence, Parekh (2000a: 231) claimed, at the time of the report, that people’s
understandings of their political community must be solely ‘politico-institutional’.
Such understandings could, for example, focus on a constitution and a bill of rights
as this occurs in America and does not exclude ethno-cultural minorities. But Tariq
Modood (2001: 249), who was otherwise sympathetic to Parekh’s ideas, noted that
understandings of a political community that are not ‘ethno-cultural’ and solely
‘politico-institutional’ cannot include ethno-cultural minorities in them. If the aim
is to include ethno-cultural minorities in popular understandings of the political
community it is unclear why ‘politico-institutional’ understandings achieve this
aim. Understandably, Parekh stopped claiming that understandings of a political
community should be only ‘politico-institutional’ and discussed how its members
are also understood using the other features I referred to earlier (Parekh, 2008: 59;
2009: 36). But note that the report did not claim that Britain should be understood
in solely ‘politico-institutional’ terms perhaps because Modood was the CMEB’s
academic advisor (CMEB, 2000: 369).11
But Parekh (2008: 57) also argued that national identities were valuable
for people individually and for their political communities too. Individually,
these identities depict, as we saw earlier, part of what makes a person who they
are. And a person acknowledging they are, for example, ‘American’ aids their self-
understanding. Indeed, even someone who sees himself as a citizen or a worker of
the world will overtime usually be shaped by their political community’s legal,
political and educational institutions and will thus often have something, for exam-
ple, ‘British’, ‘French’, ‘American’, ‘Canadian’ and so on about them.
The value of national identities for a political community stems from how its
members must, from time to time, conceive collective goals and challenges that they
will meet together (Parekh, 2000a: 196). To conduct such activity, it helps if mem-
bers of a political community think of themselves, inter alia, as a group, but why
would they? Members of a political community often differ by race, religion, class,
education, occupation and so on, and are mostly unknown to one another, but
their national identities can help them to think of themselves as a group. This is
because despite their differences and disputes, those who think they are, for exam-
ple, American, cannot do so without some understanding of America which is
usually vague. But if this understanding of America is clear, it helps Americans
to visualise the group they think of themselves as. Likewise, those who think of
themselves as, for example, ‘American’ think of themselves as a group just as those
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sharing a religious identity and are ‘Muslim’, or those sharing a sexual identity
and are ‘Gay’, might. People’s national identities are thus valuable as they help
members of a political community to think of themselves as a group and recall
the CMEB described national identities as being important in a remarkably
similar way.
Likewise, many in a political community will sense they are shaped by it as its
legal, political and educational institutions seldom focus on just a few of them.Many
in a political community will thus say, for example, that they are ‘British, ‘French’,
‘American’, ‘Canadian’ and so on, and cannot do so without some, usually vague,
understanding of what Britain, France, America and Canada are. Many thus also
have understandings of their political community, but Parekh notes howmany often
also understand it to be solely ‘white’ and ‘Christian’ and this helps to generate fear of
racial, religious and other minorities, their exclusion and discrimination too. Thus,
Parekh (1974b: 230; 1994: 502) noted, again as the CMEB’s report later would, that
people must alter their understandings of their political communities to include
minorities as this could help to remove a source of discrimination and exclusion
against minorities.
Parekh had thus long promoted the measures that the report discussed
to encourage people’s understandings of their political community to include
minorities. He thus noted how public controversies like the Rushdie Affair alert
people to how their understanding of their political community is exclusive as
minorities show why they are citizens and entitled to request changes (Parekh,
1990: 1, 70). Equally, Parekh (1990: 70; 2000a: 229, 235) noted that political com-
munities should declare themselves multicultural as Canada did. Schools should
teach children about the political community’s multicultural nature as this will help
children to develop understandings of it that include minorities. Parekh (1995b:
264) also rejects Renan’s advice to forget divisive episodes in the political commu-
nity’s past as these episodes can teach us much about the discrimination and
exclusion that follows when popular understandings of a political community
suggest it is solely ‘white’, Christian and so on.
The above reasons for national identities being valuable differ to claiming that
people’s understandings of their nation are valuable for being an ‘eternal’ view of
it as, we saw, conservative nationalists suggest. It is not only unclear why some-
thing that is eternal is also valuable, but Parekh (1994: 504) also notes how
understandings of a political community change and thus understandings of
Britain are not today what they were even 50 years ago. Parekh (1999: 308)
also rejects the conservative nationalist view that national identities have value
by conveying ‘life’s meaning’ as it is unclear why, for example, Canada, Britain,
France or America’s identity or being Canadian, British, French or American
would convey this.
But liberal nationalists are right to suggest that choice presupposes something
to choose with (Kymlicka, 1989: 166; Miller, 1995: 44). Yet, liberal nationalists,
at times, appear to suggest that we choose using our national identities even
though they refer to the norms, values, traditions of thought and so on of a
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national culture (Miller, 2009: 535).12 It is relatively clear how the language, norms,
values and traditions of thought and so on of, for example, an English culture
might be used by a person to make choices. But it is less clear how a person’s
English identity could be used like this. For sure, a person might say that as an
Englishman he chooses to fight for England, save it from itself, study English
history and so on. But it is unclear whether it is their English culture, English
identity, English loyalty or their English education that is being used. Indeed, all
of them may be being used simultaneously. It is difficult to say. Likewise, a person
might choose not to attend an elite university as he fears he is ‘working-class’ and
will not ‘fit-in’, or he might choose not to drink alcohol as he is a Muslim. Such
choices do not relate in an obvious way to national identities but to other identities
instead, and perhaps with such points in mind, Parekh (2000a: 103) does not con-
nect national identities and choice.
Further, for Parekh (1999: 313–314) national identities need not cultivate the ‘soli-
darity’, ‘obligation’ and ‘trust’ that people require to redistribute their income as lib-
eral nationalists hope (Kymlicka, 1995: 77; Miller, 1995: 83, 91,92; 2013: 90; Tamir,
1993: 110). This is because, whether national identities aid such redistribution is
an empirical issue and liberal nationalists accept this thus they subtly show how
national identities must be conceived to examine this empirical issue (Miller and Ali,
2014). But liberal nationalists do not show what ‘solidarity’, ‘trust’ and ‘obligation’
are or what forms of them are needed or what our indicators for them are or how we
can disaggregate national identities as stimulating them from other stimuli. Indeed,
while empirical evidence does not disprove what liberal nationalists claim it does not
support it either as liberal nationalists admit (Miller and Ali, 2014: 240, 254, 257).
Parekh (1999; 2012) has thus long criticised this way of arguing that national iden-
tities are valuable and does not include it among his own ways of describing their
value.
These arguments from conservative and liberal nationalists are questionable and
Parekh argues for the value of national identities in ways that seem less so. But
Parekh is not a nationalist in the sense that I referred to earlier. Parekh does not
discuss the importance of nations or the importance of nations having ‘self-rule’ or
constituting states as, for example, Scottish and Welsh nationalists might. Parekh
thus does not advocate the nationalism (Kedourie, 1998: 67; Smith, 2002: 9; Gellner,
1983: 1) that we often think is necessary to call someone a nationalist. But Parekh
was also not unconcerned with the goals of those seeking secession, independence or
greater ‘autonomy’ in amore federal political structure. He thought that such groups
or communities need not always be nations, that in some cases arguments can be
offered not to secede and that nationalism was not the only way to think about their
goals. But Parekh (1990: 191; 2011: 33–35) showed why rectifying previous injustice,
preventing further abuse, the need for ‘recognition’ and better representation could all
be used in different ways to plausibly justify the goals of such groups and why counter-
arguments were often implausible too. In this way, Parekh and the CMEB’s report
outline or sketch for us how we can begin to think about the importance of national
identities without nations, nationalism and without being nationalists.
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Conclusion
This article has shown that the CMEB’s report reflected Parekh’s distinct and
valuable way of thinking about national identities which has previously gone
unnoticed. Parekh thus does not assume that explaining what national identities
are requires us to explain what nations are, but it involves discussing at least two
ways in which we often think about national identities, as for example, America’s
identity, and being American. Parekh also shows why national identities are valu-
able but not, as we saw above, by claiming they convey an ‘eternal’ understanding
of the political community, life’s meaning, can aid choice or the redistribution of
income. Such arguments are questionable and thus Parekh avoids them. The report
we have seen avoids these arguments too and was thus repeatedly criticised by
journalists for its discussion of national identities even though it reflects a way
to think about national identities that avoids the questionable arguments of rival
ways to think about them. Both within and beyond the academy, Parekh as a
prominent ‘multiculturalist’ used his academic and non-academic writing to articu-
late a distinct and valuable way to discuss the nature and worth of national iden-
tities that we saw in the introduction others often ignore.
But much can be gained from studying the ways in which a ‘multiculturalist’ like
Parekh thinks about the nature and worth of national identities. For example,
liberal nationalists depict what national identities are and why they have value,
as does Parekh, but he avoids some of their more questionable arguments. Liberal
nationalists may thus benefit from expanding upon Parekh’s work to address the
relationships between national identities, citizenship, what rights immigrants who
are not yet citizens are entitled to and so on (Miller, 2005; 2007). Parekh and other
‘multiculturalists’ say surprisingly little about these issues. But as national identities
are central to what liberal nationalists say about them, clearer notions of what
national identities are and why they are important are needed, and Parekh may
help to provide them.
Parekh’s work may also be important for those who seek to escape the need for
national identities by arguing that citizens only need to ‘possess a sense belonging
to a polity’ in the sense that they ‘identify with it’ and see it as theirs (Mason, 2000:
127; 2012: 181). This is because a citizen sensing he belongs to a polity, and for
example, belongs to America, presupposes he has at least some, albeit usually
vague, understanding of America which is one way in which Parekh describes
national identities. And if citizens should ‘identify’ with their polity and see it as
theirs, this might occur if they think their polity helps to shape what they are, and
makes them, for example, British, French, Canadian, American and so on which is
the second way in which Parekh describes national identities. Neither of the ways in
which we usually think and talk about national identities seems easy to escape.
Similarly, those who criticise liberal nationalists and who endorse ‘post-national’ or
‘post-nationalist’ political communities may benefit from Parekh’s work (Azibedeh,
2002: 495; Mu¨ller, 2007: 63). This is because, like them, Parekh accepts that poli-
tical communities are often no longer nations and he does not advocate
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nationalism or being a nationalist. But Parekh does not take the step of rejecting
national identities as he recognises why what we usually call national identities
need not be as connected to nations and nationalism as some think.
Likewise, British politicians can make use of the report and Parekh’s way of
thinking about the nature and worth of national identities. This is because few
senior British politicians today would echo John Major (1993) and talk about
Britain remaining ‘unamendable in all of its essentials’. And many senior British
politicians already discuss promoting more inclusive understandings of Britain as
Tariq Modood and I show elsewhere (Modood, 2014: 31; Uberoi and Modood,
2013a, 2013b). Liberal nationalist reasons can be used to justify this as some public
intellectuals suggest, and this may accord with the ‘muscular forms of liberalism’
that some British politicians discuss too (Goodhart, 2013: 285). But if British pol-
iticians use liberal nationalists reasons to justify promoting more inclusive under-
standings of Britain, it is unclear how they avoid the questionable arguments that
we saw liberal nationalists can make. The CMEB report and ‘multiculturalists’ like
Parekh thus offer British politicians another way to justify the importance of
understandings of Britain being more inclusive. There is then some scholarly and
non-scholarly value in the way that ‘multiculturalists’ advocate national identities
and more research into the many different ways in which different ‘multicultural-
ists’ (Modood, 2013; Uberoi, 2007) do so is needed.
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Notes
1. Likewise, Benhabib (2008), Nussbaum (1996) and Viroli (1995) only briefly mention
national identities and discuss instead replacing ideas of nations and nationalism with
ideas of ‘republican patriotism’ or ‘cosmopolitanism’.
2. Scruton (1990) rejects nationalism but later Scruton (2006: 16, 21, 25) accepts the import-
ance of nation-states and endorses the importance of nations having states and is thus a
nationalist in the sense described.
3. By saying the report seemed at times sceptical about Britain being a nation I am, I hope,
echoing Modood’s (2014: 28) claim that the report was unclear at times about Britain
being a nation.
4. Kymlicka and Banting (2006: 301) come close to not distinguishing between nation-
building policies and policies of multiculturalism when they note how the latter can
help to foster national solidarity yet they retain the distinction between the two types
of policies. Likewise, they note how in Canada policies of multiculturalism have been
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used to foster national pride in multiculturalism which I agree with (Uberoi, 2007, 2008,
2009) but again this differs to claiming policies of multiculturalism can be nation-
building policies.
5. The fact that liberal nationalists conceive of nation-building policies as promoting
understandings of a political community can be seen by considering how, for example,
celebrating symbols, heroes and so on are listed as potential nation-building policies
(Kymlicka, 2001: 34; Kymlicka and Banting, 2006: 300).
6. Elsewhere, I suggest that Parekh thinks nations are morally, ethnically and culturally uni-
form but this presupposes that ethnicity and morality are unrelated to culture, and as
Parekh does not take this position I describe his understanding of a nation differently here.
7. These are examples that Parekh used to describe a polity but I use these examples in a
different way to him.
8. Yack (2012: 70) and others accept that nations have existed since antiquity, but it
remains unclear why liberal nationalists refer to the more general category of a political
community as a nation if all they have in mind is a political community.
9. See Bechhoffer and McCrone (2007: 253), Uberoi and McLean (2009: 41) and Miller
(1995: 141).
10. Indeed, if a nation is defined as a homogenous ethno-cultural group, Parekh’s entire
philosophical system is about rejecting this. See Uberoi (2015).
11. Modood (2014: 24) ‘took an active part in the collective authorship’ of the CMEB
report.
12. I cannot find this conflation between identity and culture in Miller’s other work. But as
Miller (2009: 535) is speaking on behalf of all liberal nationalists and he is such an
important liberal nationalist himself, I did not think I could ignore this conflation. This
is especially as other liberal nationalists slip from discussing culture to identity when
setting up their discussion of why cultures aid choice. See Kymlicka (1995: 77).
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